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Abstract
Port scanning is a process of probing networks, finding vulnerabilities and then infiltrate IT recourses. It is often the fundamental method utilized by intruder prior to initiate a targeted cyber attack. Port scan attack traffic does not contain any specific signature, therefore IDS based detection may suffer by generating many/false alerts. Manual examination is an error prone, labor intensive and time consuming process. This work presented an approach to detect port scanning attack based on the entropy and failed connection attempt made by each host. To analyze and prioritize the observed evidence, Dempster-Shafer theory is utilized to calculate combined belief of each host in support of the proposed hypothesis. A proof of concept prototype has been implemented using open source SNORT IDS system which uses, internet traffic data injected with crafted scans to validate the system. It is observed that the proposed approach correctly identifies and prioritize the crafted scans injected into real traffic.
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INTRODUCTION
Port scanning is a facility to check whether a given port is open or not. Network administrator utilize port scanning facility to troubleshoot the networking errors, however attacker can use same facility to identify open ports, firewall rules, which operating system is running on the remote system etc. Once these information has been extracted than attacker can find out the associated vulnerability of the remote system that can be further exploited to enter in to the system. Port scanning can be active and passive. In passive port scanning, attacker passively observe the traffic generated by the remote system by sniffing the network. It is very difficult to trace passive scanner because attacker do not send any packet to the target system therefore it is very difficult to identify attacker. On the other hand in active port scanning, attacker send network packets to the target system and on the basis of response attacker will identify open and closed ports. Active port scanner can be easily caught by observing firewall/IDS logs.

Port scanning techniques can be classified in four categories. Categories are Vertical, horizontal, strobe and block scans. In vertical scanning attacker scan all the ports of a single machine. In horizontal scanning attacker scan same port of all the machines in the given network. In strobe scanning attacker scans multiple ports of many machines and in block scanning attacker scans all the ports of all the machines in a given network.

DEMPSTER SHAFER EVIDENCE THEORY
Dempster Shafer theory is an efficient method to combine degree of belief derived from independent item of evidence. D-S theory deal with uncertain information based on the evidences and combination of them. D-S evidence theory includes the frame of discernment. usually frame is represented by $\Theta$ which contains mutually exclusive facts (events). Basic belief probability assignment (BPA), allocate the belief over the power set of the frame of discernment and is defined as:

$$m: \mathcal{P}(\Theta) \rightarrow [0, 1]$$

let $\Theta$ be a frame of discernment and $m_\Theta$ is a BPA function. The belief function is defined as:

$$\text{Bel}(\mathcal{x}) = \sum_{\mathcal{y} \subseteq \mathcal{x}} m_\Theta(\mathcal{y})$$

The belief function shows how much confidence we have in that one of the hypothesis contained in $\mathcal{x}$ hold. Dempster-Shafer has a combination method, the goal of which is to combine evidence for a proposed hypothesis from multiple independent sources and calculate an overall belief for the hypothesis. In general we have following rule of combination known as the Dempster Rule.[8-10]
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 presents the proposed system architecture. The acquisition system consists of two sensor modules. Sensor modules can be software or hardware devices attached in front of the router through an in-line network cable and capture all packets streams transmitted to and from the network. Two independent sensors are deployed to collect evidences (packets) from the same live networks during same time window. This provides more complete data collection. In future both parties can show the same set of captured traffic this association verifies the correctness of evidence collection. The logs gathered by the two sensors are transmitted to hash calculation module and a copy of Meta data are preprocessed and stored in database for further investigation.

A hash value of collected data is calculated using most common hash functions MD5 and SHA1. This gives guarantees that digital evidence has not been changed since it was acquired and investigator will be capable to prove same when the similar process has been repeated on the original data.

Original collected data with hash value are preserved on the read only write once backup media.[11-21]

Some specialized sensors like SNORT can able to collect relevant packets based on the supplied rules and a metadata is created in text format. As per the ACPO guidelines [22] selective captured evidences are now permission in the court of law.

A copy of the meta data are converted in to suitable format (CSV is mostly acceptable format) and imported into any open source database for further query driven manual examination.

\[
m_{1,2}(h) = \frac{1}{1 - K} \sum_{h_1 \cap h_2 = h} m_1(h_1), m_2(h_2)
\]

\[
K = \sum_{h_1 \cap h_2 = \{\}} m_1(h_1), m_2(h_2)
\]

PORT SCAN ATTACK CHARACTERIZATION

A port scan involves the remote host trying to connect to a large number of destination ports. It is observed that out of 65535 ports only few port are active(open) at a time therefore it is sure some connections attempts are targeted to closed ports and they will be judged abnormal.

Suppose if there are H hosts in a network and the probability of one host being active is S1.the probability of finding an live host after trying only once is S2.

\[
S2 = H \times S1
\]

Each host having 65535 ports. Generally only few ports are active. if there are Hp active ports in the host and the probability that an attacker finds an active ports after trying only once is S3,

\[
S3 = \frac{Hp}{65535}
\]

It is observed that Hp is commonly less than 15 i.e. Hp < 15, so

\[
S3 < 0.000228
\]

If the probability of finding an active port of an active host after trying once is S4,

\[
S4 = S3 \times S2
\]

\[
S4 < 0.000228
\]

If scanner does not know the present inner information of network. The probability to find active port of an active host after trying once is very small and its proximately less than 1%.

Therefore remote host scan large number of ports in order to get open ports and this process generate huge amount of failed connection.

Following two hypotheses are drawn from the above mention theory.

**Hypothesis 1(h1): As the host which scans larger no of different destinations Ip addresses and ports, is probably a port scanners.**

We can computer the entropy of each host, which reflects the distribution of its destinations Ip addresses and ports. Suppose \(x = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m\}\) are the set of host observed while analyzing traffic in a given network. The entropy of a particular host \(x\) is defined as \(H(x)\).

\[
P(x_i) = \frac{\text{Total no. of unique connection}}{\text{Total connection}}
\]

\[
H(x) = -\sum_{i=1}^{M} p(x_i) \log_2 P(x_i)
\]

In vertical port scanning attempt, a node perform port scanning to many ports of a single host, therefore the entropy of...
destination port number field is high. However in horizontal
port scanning attempt, a node perform port scanning to the
large no of computers with same port information, therefore
entropy of destination IP address should be high.

Therefore in this work we are going to calculate two different
entropy values for a particular host. In our experiment we
consider only maximum of two entropies.

Hypothesis 2(h2): As the host which scans large no of different
destinations Ip addresses and ports, it is sure that, some
connections are targeted to closed ports results many failed
connections. Therefore host which attempt may failed
connections is probably the port scanner.

Failed connections are identified by TCP Reset packets or
ICMP errors. In this work we are going to calculate total
number of failed connection attempt made by each host.

A node is a port scanner if an only if it satisfies both
hypotheses. Suppose a node, which perform many connection
attempts to many destinations however it does not attempt any
failed connection therefore it cannot be a port scanner.

Similarly a node which performs many failed connection
attempts. However it does not send packets to many
destinations. Therefore it cannot be treated as a port scanner.

PORT SCAN ATTACK ANALYSIS WITH DEPTSTER-
SHAFER EVIDENCE THEORY

In this work we utilize Dempster-Shafer model to calculate a
numeric confidence score(combined belief) for both proposed
hypothesis and prioritize the results based on the scores.

Here let θ be a frame of discernment is a disjoint set of host
machines represented by their IP addresses.

\[ θ = \{Ip_1, Ip_2, Ip_3, ..., Ip_n\} \]

Two BPA function h1 and h2 allocates the belief over the set of
the frame of discernment after normalization. Here m1(h1) and
m2(h2) are the numerical values observed by the hypothesis 1
and 2 for each IP addresses.

Dempster-Shafer method calculates the overall combined
belief of both hypotheses for each element of frame of
discernment (for each IP address).

Combined belief helps the investigator to prioritize the further
analysis.

EXPERIMENT UNDER REAL NETWORK TRAFFIC

To test the usefulness of proposed work an experiment
environment has been setup consists of four machines
connected via switch (layer 2) as shown in the figure 2.

As shown in the figure 2. Scanner machines 1 & 2 perform
port scan attack to the target system using well known port
scanning tool nmap[23]. Here scanner 1 & 2 perform TCP
SYN and Connect scanning. Table-1 shows configuration
details of test bed.
are converted into CSV format and uploaded to open source MYSQL database for further Query driven analysis.

Scanner 1, 2 performing port scanning simultaneously to the victim machine (in the presence of normal internet traffic). A relevant packet capture run using the snort IDS.

Table 2: Observed Traffic Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP address</th>
<th>Entropy (Destination Port)</th>
<th>Entropy (Destination IP address)</th>
<th>Failed Connection Attempts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17.16.50.152</td>
<td>0.5271</td>
<td>0.00052</td>
<td>2968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.16.50.206</td>
<td>0.00144</td>
<td>0.00052</td>
<td>989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.016.50.76</td>
<td>0.1066</td>
<td>0.2825</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Basic belief value of each scrutinize host

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>172.16.50.15</th>
<th>17.16.50.206</th>
<th>17.16.50.76</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m1(h1)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.001153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m2(h2)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.2499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combined belief of each IP addresses has been calculated by D-S theory that shows the belief on hypothesis $h_1$ and $h_2$ for each host machines.

Table 4: Combined belief of each host

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combined belief</th>
<th>m$_{h_1,h_2}$(172.16.50.152)</th>
<th>m$_{h_1,h_2}$(172.16.50.206)</th>
<th>m$_{h_1,h_2}$(172.16.50.76)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.000576</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is observed that combined belief of 172.16.50.152 is the highest. Host 172.16.50.76 belief is 00 means, it is not a port scanner. Combined belief is useful to prioritize the further analysis.

CONCLUSION
This work focused on the detection and prioritization of port scanning attack evidences. Here two hypotheses are introduced to carry out attack detection and dempster shaffer theory is utilized to prioritize the further investigation.
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